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A No Kill nation is within our reach            Issue #3 2010

 
 
Codifying No Kill 
 

he programs and services of the 
No Kill Equation are the only 
proven formula for ending the 

killing in U.S. This model has created 
No Kill communities from California to 
New York and in communities as 
diverse as Kentucky, Indiana, Virginia, 
and elsewhere.  
 
But tragically for the animals, too 
many shelters continue to kill animals 
needlessly by refusing to implement 
the No Kill Equation. In order to 
overcome this resistance and achieve 
a No Kill nation, we must move past a 
system where the lives of animals are 
subject to the discretion and whims of 
shelter leaders or health department 
bureaucrats. Currently, No Kill is 
succeeding in those communities with 
individual shelter leaders who are 
committed to achieving it and to 
running shelters consistent with the 
programs and services which make it 
possible. 
 
Unfortunately, such leaders are still 
few and far between. Traditional 
sheltering, by contrast, is 
institutionalized. In a shelter reliant on 
killing, directors can come and go and 
the shelter keeps killing and local 
government keeps ignoring that 
failure.  By contrast, the success of an 
organization’s No Kill policies depends 
on the commitment and vision of its 
leader. When that leader leaves the 
organization, the vision can quickly be  

 

doomed. It is why an SPCA can be 
progressive one day, and moving in 
the opposite direction the next. 
 
For No Kill success to be widespread 
and long lasting, we must move past 
the personalities and focus on 
institutionalizing No Kill by giving 
shelter animals the rights and 
protections afforded by law.  
 
It has been over 15 years since they 
key to ending the killing of animals in 
U.S. shelters has been discovered. 
The time to wait for voluntary 
compliance by shelter directors is 
over. Given that they already have 
had over a decade and a half to save 
lives willingly, but refused to do so, 
there is no reason to believe they will 
ever do so unless they are forced to. 
And given that every year they delay, 
indeed every day they delay, the 
number of animals needlessly killed 
increases—animals who can never be 
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brought back—the time to force them 
to do so is now. 
 
Every successful social movement 
results in legal protections that codify 
expected conduct and provide 
protection against future conduct that 
violates normative values. We need to 
regulate shelters in the same way we 
regulate hospitals and other agencies 
which hold the power over life and 
death. 
 
The answer lies in passing and 
enforcing shelter reform legislation 
which mandates how a shelter must 
operate. The ideal animal law would 
ban the killing of dogs and cats, and 
would prohibit the impounding of feral 
cats except for purposes of 

spay/neuter and release. Given that 
local governments may not pass such 
sweeping laws at this time in history, 
the Companion Animal Protection Act 
(CAPA) was written as “model” 
legislation to provide animals with 
maximum opportunities for lifesaving.  
 
Because too many shelters are not 
voluntarily implementing the 
programs and services and culture of 
lifesaving that makes No Kill possible, 
animals are being needlessly killed. To 
combat this, CAPA mandates the 
programs and services which have 
proven so successful at lifesaving in 
shelters which have implemented 
them; follows the only model that has 
actually created a No Kill community; 
and, focuses its effort on the very 
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shelters that are doing the killing. In 
this way, shelter leadership is forced 
to embrace No Kill and operate their 
shelters in a progressive, life-affirming 
way, removing the discretion which 
has for too long allowed shelter 
leaders to ignore what is in the best 
interests of the animals and kill them 
needlessly. 
 
Delaware Strikes 
First 
 
And this year, 
Delaware took the 
first bold leap to 
do so. The 
Governor of 
Delaware recently 
signed the most 
sweeping, 
progressive 
companion animal protection 
legislation in the United States. The 
law was modeled on the No Kill 
Advocacy Center's Companion Animal 
Protection Act and spearheaded by the 
non-profit No Kill shelter Faithful 
Friends, in Wilmington, Delaware.  
 
The Delaware CAPA mandates 
collaboration between shelters and 
rescue groups. A shelter cannot kill an 
animal if a rescue group is willing to 
save that animal's life. But that is just 
the beginning. It also makes 
convenience killing illegal—shelters 
can no longer kill an animal when 
there are available cages or the 
animals can share a cage or kennel 
with another one.  
 
Specifically, the Delaware CAPA 
states: 
 

Animal shelters shall ensure that the 
following conditions are met before 
an animal is euthanized: 

(i) The holding period for the animal 
required by this chapter is expired; 
(ii) There are no empty cages, 
kennels, or other living 
environments in the shelter that are 
suitable for the animal; 
 
(iii) The animal cannot share a cage 
or kennel with appropriately sized 

primary living space with 
another animal; 
 
(iv) A foster home is not 
available; 
 
(v) Organizations on the 
registry developed 
pursuant to §8003(d) are 
not willing to accept the 
animal; and 
 
(vi) The animal 
care/control manager 

certifies that the above conditions 
are met and that he/she has no 
other reasonable alternative. 

 
The law also requires posting "all stray 
animals on the Internet with sufficient 
detail to allow them to be recognized 
and claimed by their owners," requires 
shelters to maintain registries of 
rescue groups willing to save lives, 
and requires shelters to post statistics 
(intake, adoption, reclaim, transfer 
and killing rate). 
 
While the law is now the most 
progressive companion animal 
protection legislation on record in this 
country, and can only be considered 
an unqualified victory for the No Kill 
movement, some of the No Kill 
Advocacy Center's recommendations 
were not accepted. Nonetheless, 
Delaware, the first state to ratify our 
nation's constitution, continues to lead 
the way in embracing the legislative 
framework necessary to ensure 

Delaware,  
the first state to ratify our 

nation's constitution 
continues to lead the way 

in embracing the 
legislative framework 
necessary to ensure 

justice. 
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justice. And we will build upon this 
framework in the coming years to 
strengthen protections for animals 
even more. 
 
CAPA Model Law 
 

oo many shelters are not 
voluntarily implementing the 
programs that save lives. As a 

result, animals are being needlessly 
killed.  
 
In response, the No Kill Advocacy 
Center has developed model 
legislation to help animal lovers and 
animal advocates achieve their goal of 
No Kill communities: The Companion 
Animal Protection Act. 
 
This law: 
 
• mandates the programs and services 

which have proven so successful at 
lifesaving in shelters which have 
implemented them; 

• follows the only model that has 
actually created a No Kill 
community; and, 

• focuses its effort on the very shelters 
that are doing the killing. 

 
As a result, it provides a framework 
for success unavailable from 
traditional legislative models such as 
punitive legislation aimed at the public 
or through counterproductive national 
efforts that legitimize the killing. 
 

CAPA highlights: 
 
• Establishes the shelter's primary role as 

saving the lives of animals 
 

• Declares that saving lives and protecting 
public safety are compatible 
 

• Establishes a definition of No Kill that 
includes all savable animals including 
feral cats 
 

• Protects rabbits and other animals, as 
well as dogs and cats 
 

• Makes it illegal for a shelter to kill an 
animal if a rescue group or No Kill 
shelter is willing to save that animal 
 

• Requires shelters to provide animals 
with fresh food, fresh water, 
environmental enrichment, exercise, 
veterinary care, and cleanliness 
 

• Makes it illegal for shelters to kill owner 
relinquished animals without making 
them available for adoption or transfer 
to a rescue group, even in cases where 
the owner wants the animal killed unless 
the animal is suffering 
 

• Requires shelters to have fully 
functioning adoption programs including 
offsite adoptions and use of the internet 
to promote their animals  
 

• Prohibits shelters from killing animals 
based on arbitrary criteria such as 
perceived breed or when alternatives to 
killing exist 
 

• And more… 
 

T 

 

www.nokilladvocacycenter.org/capa.html 
 
Please note: The ideal animal law would ban the killing of dogs and cats, and would 
prohibit the impounding of feral cats except for purposes of spay/neuter and 
release. Given that local governments may not pass such sweeping laws at this 
time in history, the Companion Animal Protection Act (CAPA) was written as 
“model” legislation to provide animals with maximum opportunities for lifesaving.  
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The Right to Speak Up 
 
The No Kill Advocacy Center defends 
the rights of volunteers in shelters to 
speak out against inhumane 
conditions.  
 

ike many regressive shelters, 
New York City Animal Care & 
Control has enacted volunteer 

policies that threaten to expel 
volunteers for exercising their rights 
to free speech and to petition their 
government for a redress of 
grievances in violation of their 
constitutional rights.  
 
It is a violation of federal law for a 
municipal shelter or a private shelter 
performing animal control under 
contract to take action designed to 
prevent or intimidate people from 
exercising their First Amendment 
rights, or punish them for doing so,  

and there can be no dispute that 
complaining about neglectful and 
abusive conditions at shelters is a 
constitutionally protected right.  
 
A rescuer or volunteer not only has 
the First Amendment right to speak 
out against abuses committed by a 
governmental entity, he or she also 
has a constitutionally protected right 
to demand that the government 
correct the wrongs that are identified. 
As the Supreme Court has stated, a 
government entity “may not deny a 
benefit to a person on a basis that 
infringes his constitutionally protected 
interests—especially, his interest in 
freedom of speech.”  
 
If you are fired for speaking up, we 
have, we can provide information on 
resources for determining whether you 
have legal claims for the violation of 
your rights. 

L
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Beaming the Revolution 
into Your Homes & Offices 
 
Can’t come to the No Kill Conference? 
We’ll bring the No Kill Conference to 
you... each and every month. 
 

nimal Ark, Minnesota’s premier 
No Kill shelter, and the No Kill 
Advocacy Center will be teaming 

up to offer a monthly series of low-
cost webinars to help shelters, rescue 
organizations, private citizens, and 
municipalities learn more about and 
begin implementing the programs and 
services of the No Kill Equation. 

Topics will include reforming animal 
control, turbocharging adoption 
programs, building a volunteer and 
foster care program, non-lethal 
community cat initiatives, using 
legislation and litigation to save lives, 
and much more. 

The interactive sessions will be hosted 
by Nathan Winograd and Mike Fry 
from Animal Ark and feature some of 
the most successful shelter directors, 
animal law attorneys, and advocates 
in the USA and beyond. One Friday 
afternoon each month, the webinars 
will be streaming live to computers 
worldwide. 

 
Webinar: Reforming Animal Control 
 
Guest: Ryan Clinton, FixAustin. 
 
Learn how to reform your local shelter 
through a campaign for change that 
includes public advocacy, lobbying and 
legislation, and harnessing the power 
of community compassion. 
 
October 22, 2010.  
 
 
 

 
Ryan Clinton  
 
Ryan Clinton is a writer, appellate 
attorney, and civic advocate in Austin, 
Texas. In 2005, Ryan founded 
FixAustin.org, a non-profit animal-
advocacy organization working to end 
the killing of animals in Austin 
shelters.  
 
He also serves on the board of 
directors of the Central Texas Animal 
Alliance and provides legal counsel to 
Austin Pets Alive. Ryan has been 
named one of the best attorneys in 
Texas under 40. 
 
Thanks to FixAustin, in 2010, the 
Austin City Council unanimously 
passed a law that put Austin on the 
road to No Kill.  
 
For more information and/or to 
register for the webinar, go to the 
“What’s New” page of our website at 
www.nokilladvocacycenter.org 
 

A
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Reforming Animal Control 
 

 
 
 
Get the tools you need for success… 
 

he power to change the status 
quo is in your hands. The No Kill 
Advocacy Center’s Reforming 

Animal Control/Building a No Kill 
Community packet has the 
information and tools you need to 
achieve success in your own 
community including copies of 
Redemption and Irreconcilable 
Differences. 
 
The companion CD has hundreds 
of documents including materials 
from both No Kill Conference 
2009 and 2010, as well as the 
following: 
 

 Increasing Pet Adoptions 
 Pet Retention Programs 
 Using Technology to Save Lives 
 Adopting Big Dogs, Shy Cats 
 Cleaning Protocols 
 Model Rescue Policy 
 Model Feral Cat Policy 
 Funding for Spay/Neuter 
 Guide to Hiring a Director 
 Harnessing Community 
Compassion 
 Increasing Redemptions 
 Avoiding Liability 
 Savable/Unsavable Matrix 
 Overcoming Obstacles to 
Success 

 Rx for Healthy Board 
 Socialization Protocols 
 Starting a Foster Care Program 
 Starting a Volunteer Program 
 Working with Veterinarians 
 Volunteers 
 Leveraging the No Kill Declaration 
 Companion Animal Protection Act 
 Study of Neutering Rates 
 Leadership Study 
 Pet Limit Laws 
 Section 1983 to the Rescue 
 Forcing Transparency 
 Rethinking “Dangerous” Dogs  
 Defending “Dangerous” Dogs 
 Protecting Feral Cats & Caregivers 
 Fundraising 
 Innovative Shelter Design 
 Kennel Enrichment 

 
And much more…  
 
Learn more on the “Reforming Animal 
Control” page of our website at 
nokill.org. 
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Oreo’s Law Update 
 

n New York City, a one-
year old dog named Oreo 
was intentionally thrown 

off a sixth floor Brooklyn roof 
top by her abuser. Oreo 
sustained two broken legs and 
a fractured rib. Oreo also 
appears to have been beaten 
in the past—several of the 
neighbors in the building 
where Oreo lived reported hearing the 
sounds of the dog being hit. The 
ASPCA nursed her back to health and 
arrested the perpetrator. They also 
dubbed her the “miracle dog.” 
 
The miracle was short-lived. After a 
series of temperament tests, the 
ASPCA made the decision to kill her. 
(They have refused to make 
videotapes of the assessment public.) 
The New York Times reported the 
story the day before Oreo’s scheduled 
execution. A sanctuary in New York 
offered to take Oreo, explaining that 
they had experience rehabilitating 
dogs deemed “aggressive” and 
offering her lifetime care, including 
plenty of socialization and walks if the 
rehabilitation was not successful. 
 
The ASPCA chose to kill the dog 
instead. That afternoon, Oreo laid 
dead, the victim not of her former 
abuser, but of an overdose of poison 
from a bottle marked “Fatal-Plus,” at 
the hands of a shelter bureaucrat. 
 
Following the furor that erupted over 
Oreo’s killing, New York State 
legislators introduced a bill to prevent 
animals from being killed by shelters 
when there is a lifesaving alternative 
offered by rescue groups. “As a dog 
owner and a foster parent for an 
animal rescue group, I was 
heartbroken to learn that Oreo was 

[killed]. When a humane organization 
volunteers their expertise in difficult  
cases, a shelter should work with 
them to the fullest extent possible,” 
said one of the sponsors. “I am 
hopeful that Oreo’s Law will ensure 
that no animal is ever put to death if 
there is a responsible alternative.” (A 
few weeks later the ASPCA did it 
again, killing a dog named Max a 
rescue group had offered to save.) 
 
Oreo and Max are not isolated 
incidents. Nor is Oreo's Law about pit 
bulls. It is about saving all animals. In 
fact, NYS shelters routinely turn away 
rescue groups and then turn around 
and kill the kittens and cats, puppies, 
dog, rabbits and other animals those 
rescue groups are willing to save. A 
statewide survey of rescue groups 
found that 72% of rescue groups 
reported being denied animals, and 
71% reported shelters turned around 
and killed those animals.  
 
The statewide survey also found that 
43% of rescue groups that have 
expressed concerns about inhumane 
conditions which they have witnessed 
in NYS shelters have been the subject 
of retaliation, while over half (52%) 
who have witnessed cruelty and 
neglect at the shelter did not express 
concerns because they were afraid 
they would no longer be allowed to 
rescue, this allowing those inhumane 
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conditions to continue. Oreo's Law 
would have stopped unnecessary 
killing and unnecessary neglect 
rampant in NYS shelters. 
 
But on June 15, after extensive 
behind-the-scenes lobbying by the 
ASPCA determined to ensure that its 
power is not upended, the Assembly 
Agriculture Committee voted to hold 
the bill, meaning it is tabled for this 
year. The animals lost. Thousands will 
continue losing their lives, thanks to 
the deception of the ASPCA and its 
allies.  
 
But Oreo's Law will be taken up again 
next year and we will continue the 
fight until we get justice for Oreo and 
a mechanism to ensure that animals 
are no longer needlessly killed. 
 
Reprinted with permission. To learn more 
about Oreo and Oreo’s Law, go to 
YESonOreosLaw.com. 
 
Oreo’s Law Resources 
 
Please note: The following are not 
published by the No Kill Advocacy Center 
and we are not responsible for their 
content. This is informational only. 
 
Get the widget… 
 
An online widget which shows how 
many animals have been needlessly 
killed since Oreo’s Law was tabled at 
the behest of the ASPCA and its allies. 
Conservatively, almost 70 animals a 
day lose their lives in NYS shelters 
because shelters refuse to work with 
rescue groups. Get the online widget 
that shows how many animals have 
been killed since Oreo's Law was 
tabled. It is available on the “What’s 
New” page of their website: 
 

www.YesonOreosLaw.com 
 

Come into the sunlight… 
 
The mission of NYC Sunlight “is to 
make public information relating to 
the routine abuse and 
mismanagement of New York City 
Animal Care & Control.  
 
“For too long abuses have been 
hidden from the public with threats of 
retribution, and we provide a means 
for anonymously submitted 
information to be publicly published. It 
is our hope that making this 
information public can begin to sow 
the seeds of institutional reform; we 
believe that the best cure for hidden 
institutional dysfunction is exposing it 
to the light of day.” 
 

www.facebook.com/NYCSunlight 
 
 
Wear your heart on your sleeve… 
 

\ 
Wear your heart on your sleeve and 
help educate the community on the 
need for Oreo's Law. All proceeds 
benefit No Kill organizations working 
to end the systematic killing of 
animals in shelters.  
 
www.zazzle.com/yesonoreoslaw 
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We’re Celebrating a 
Birthday…. 
 
Ours! 

 
he No Kill Advocacy Center just 
turned six. In many ways, we 
are still a young, new 
organization. But as the only 

national organization actually staffed 
by people who have succeeded in 
creating a No Kill community and 
working solely to end the systematic 
killing of animals in U.S. shelters, we 
have accomplished a lot in a very 
short period of time. 
Despite a fraction of the budget of the 
large national organizations, we have 
done what they have not: ended the 
killing in communities across the 
country.  
 
We are the only national organization 
that has successfully done that. We 
helped Reno, NV achieve No Kill. We 
helped Charlottesville, VA achieve No 
Kill. We helped Shelby County, KY 
achieve No Kill. Using our model, 

communities and shelters in California, 
Indiana, Kansas, Utah, Virginia, New 
York, Kentucky and elsewhere 
achieved No Kill. In fact, our efforts 
have helped create No Kill 
communities as far away as New 
Zealand, with Canadian, Australian, 
and other U.S. shelters working to do 
the same. 
 
We have written pioneering model 
legislation that sets the standard for 
humane care: The Companion Animal 
Protection Act; model legislation that 
resulted in the most progressive 
shelter reform legislation being passed 
in the state of Delaware and efforts to 
legislate similar reforms in New York, 
California, and Arizona. 
 
Our No Kill Conference, the only 
national conference that says we can 
end the killing and we can do it today, 
brings together people from all the 
U.S. and world to learn how to create 
No Kill communities in their own 
communities, and our ground-
breaking studies eliminate the excuses 
regressive shelters and their large 
national allies use to continue killing. 
 
We have filed lawsuits demanding 
humane care and treatment for 
animals in shelters. Indeed, wherever 
animals are harmed in shelters, the 
No Kill Advocacy Center is there to 
intervene. And we are winning. But 
there is more to do and we cannot do 
it without your help. 
 
Help us build an alternative consensus 
to traditional sheltering models—one  

T
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which is oriented toward promoting 
and preserving life; an alternative 
which seeks to create a future where 
every animal will be respected and 
cherished, and where every individual 
life will be protected and revered. 
 
A No Kill nation is within our reach—
and you can help us make it happen. 
 
Please consider a birthday gift to the 
No Kill Advocacy Center today. In 
celebration of our sixth birthday, we 
are asking for just six dollars. 
Of course, we’d be ecstatic with 
sixteen dollars, sixty dollars, or six 
hundred dollars. But if you can spare 
six dollars, we’ll put it to use saving 
lives today. Without you, the animals 
don’t stand a chance. 
 
 

To make a donation in any amount, 
click on the “Membership” page of our 
website. If you prefer to mail a check, 
please send to: 
 

 
 

6114 La Salle Ave. #837 
Oakland CA 94611 

 
You can also automatically donate 
every month to your credit card. Learn 
more by clicking “Membership” on our 
website at nokilladvocacycenter.org 
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NKAC News & Campaigns 
 

 
When animals are harmed, the No Kill 
Advocacy Center is there... 
 

hen shelters and their large, 
national allies act in ways 
that harm animals, the No Kill 

Advocacy Center has the courage and 
conviction to take them on. 
 
For example, read about our legal 
challenge to a court ruling that has 
condemned feral cats in Los Angeles 
to death.  
 
http://www.nokilladvocacycenter.org/
whatsnew.html  
 
For our other projects and 
campaigns, go to:  
 
http://www.nokilladvocacycenter.org/
campaigns/index.html 
 
From model legislation, to model 
policies, to ground-breaking studies, 
to support for activists, to conferences 
and seminars, to direct assistance, to 
legal action, the No Kill Advocacy 
Center is the only national non-profit 
public benefit organization 
working exclusively to end the 
systematic killing of animals in U.S. 
shelters.  
 
But we cannot do it without your 
support. 
 

Building No Kill Cities 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

ur director has his boots on the 
ground and is on the road to 
bring the No Kill message to a 

community near you. Remaining 2010 
dates and cities:  
 

• Raleigh, NC. September 25. 
• Austin, TX. September 28. 
• Ft. Lauderdale, FL. October 9. 
• Farmington, NM. November 20. 

 
Learn more on the “Appearances” 
page at www.nathanwinograd.com. 
Presentations are followed by a book 
signing for his newest book, 
Irreconcilable Differences: The Battle 
for the Heart & Soul of America’s 
Animal Shelters. 
 
Irreconcilable Differences has been 
called “clear and rigorously reasoned,” 
“excellent reading,” offering “keen 
insights” across a wide range of 
issues, “The perfect follow-up to 
Winograd’s outstanding first 
book Redemption,” and “a must read.”  
 
You can also get signed and dedicated 
copies of his books through the No Kill 
Advocacy Center, with proceeds benefiting 
our lifesaving work. To learn more, go to 
nokill.org and click on “What’s New.” 

W O
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No Kill Conference 2010 
 

 
No Kill Conference 2010 brought hundreds 
of animal lovers from 39 states and four 
countries to the George Washington 
School of Law in Washington D.C. where 
the most successful shelter directors, 
animal lawyers, and shelter reformers 
nationwide shared insights and strategies 
to end the systematic killing of animals in 
our nations pounds and shelters.  
 
The attendees heard from directors of 
open admission shelters with save rates 
between 92% and 96%. They heard from 
lawyers who have passed laws making it 
illegal for shelters to kill animals in a wide 
variety of contexts and who have 
successfully saved the lives of animals 
who shelters were determined to kill. And 
they heard from reformers who have 
succeeded in passing laws to end the 
needless killing of animals in their 
community. 
 
Nathan J. Winograd, No Kill Advocacy 
Center director, delivered the keynote: 
 

his conference is about the 
future. What it can hold if we 
commit ourselves 

wholeheartedly to building the 
infrastructure necessary to create and 
sustain a No Kill nation. To do that, we 
must demand the immediate 
implementation of the model that has 
ended the killing in communities 
across the nation so we can end the 
killing right now, today—the No Kill 
Equation. And then we must 
institutionalize that model to end the 
killing forever. That is why we are 
here. Not just at the No Kill 
Conference, but in Washington D.C., 
the seat of government; at a law 
school; in a conference that combines 
sheltering and law; in a room full of 
lawyers and law makers. 

There is no doubt the No Kill 
movement has come into its own. The 
“adopt some and kill the rest” 
paradigm which has dominated our 
country for so long is being replaced. 
But to fully destroy it, to ensure it 
never rears its ugly head again; to 
ensure a more humane future, we 
must first take a backwards glance. 
We must put our cause in historical 
context in order to better understand 
who we are, what we should be 
fighting for, and how we should go 
about it. 

We need more than leadership. We 
need more than directors willing to 
implement the No Kill Equation. Our 
goal is to build a more compassionate 
society for animals; to end their killing 
in “shelters” now and forever. That 

T
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goal is new and different from social 
movements of the past, but the 
struggle to create a just and 
compassionate society is not. In that, 
we have a lot in common with other 
social movements and we can learn 
from them in order to achieve our 
goals. 

The struggles they 
faced are often the 
same struggles we 
face. Regardless of 
whether your 
politics are to the 
left, to the right, 
or to the middle, how they overcame 
many of the same obstacles we face 
and how they achieved the ends they 
were seeking provides a roadmap for 
us to follow. History is our guide. 
Because all those movements shared 
an understanding that in order to 
create and sustain the changes they 
were seeking, they must ultimate 
change the legal landscape of our 
Republic. They must change the law. 

Today, other than strays, most 
shelters can kill every single animal 
who comes through their doors. It 
doesn’t matter if they are healthy or 
sick, young or old, beautiful or ugly, 
friendly, scared, or aggressive; the 
choice is up to them. If the animal 
was surrendered by a family, he or 
she can be killed within minutes of 
arriving. No meager holding period. 
No chance at adoption. No food, 
water, or shelter. Just a trip from the 
front counter to the gas chamber or to 

be poisoned with an overdose from a 
bottle marked “Fatal-plus.” 

If the animal came in as a stray, he or 
she will be held from 48 hours to 10 
days depending on the state, and then 
they too can be put to death with no 
opportunity or chance for adoption. 

Just a one-way ticket to 
the morgue. In places like 
Reno, Nevada, and 
Charlottesville, Virginia, 
and some other 
communities, they’ll be 
held until they find a 
home. But nationally, 

shelters will only find homes for 
roughly half of them. And except for 
public pressure, it all depends on 
where the shelter is, on who is in 
charge, on how much they care, on 
how committed they are. 

We’ve made tremendous progress, to 
be sure. No Kill communities exist 
throughout the nation and No Kill is on 
the agenda of local and state 
governments across the country. But 
in too many communities, we still 
have this: 

I tried to adopt from my local shelter, 
but they weren’t open on the weekend, 
it was almost impossible to reach them 
on the telephone and when I did, I was 
treated rudely. Nonetheless, I raced 
down there one day after work, and the 
place was so dirty. It made me cry to 
look into the faces of all those animals I 
knew would be killed. But I found this 
scared, skinny cat hiding in the back of 
his cage and I filled out an application. 
I was turned down because I didn’t turn 

We must put our cause in 
historical context in order 
to better understand who 
we are, what we should be 
fighting for, and how we 

should go about it.
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in the paperwork on time, which meant 
a half hour before closing, but I 
couldn’t get there from work in time to 
do that. I tried to leave work early the 
next day, but I called and found out 
they had already killed the poor cat. I 
will never go back. 
 

It doesn’t have to be that way. We 
can make that reality a thing of the 
past; an anachronism just like other 
movements have. And we do that by 
passing laws. The aim of every social 
movement in our nation’s history is 
legislation to gain and then protect the 
rights of its members or the focus of 
its efforts, a legacy which reaches 
back to the very founding of our 
Republic. 

The year is 1776. It is a time in world 
history when nations were governed 
by a privileged few. A few great 
thinkers dared to imagine something 
altogether different: a more 

compassionate society, a democracy, 
the ability to end injustice through 
self-rule as codified in law. Our 
forefathers fought a war for these 
ideals, and once the war ended, they 
sought to institutionalize those ideals 
with laws—great change, a revolution, 
codified in law. 

It is a legacy that is at the core of who 
we are and how we effect change: a 
government of the people, by the 
people, for the people. Our system of 
government was designed not only to 
solidify the ideals of the American 
Revolution, but to change with the 
changing times. As envisioned by 
James Madison, the Father of the 
Constitution, “In framing a system 
which we wish to last for ages, we 
should not lose sight of the changes 
which ages will produce.” 

No matter what the issue is: the fight 
for democracy as epitomized by 
Madison, Benjamin Franklin, and John 
Adams; the abolition of slavery as 
epitomized by William Lloyd Garrison, 
Harriet Tubman, Sojourner Truth, and 
Frederick Douglass; the struggle for 
women’s suffrage as epitomized by 
Susan B. Anthony, Elizabeth Cady 
Stanton, and the great Alice Paul; civil 
rights as epitomized by Dr. Martin 
Luther King Jr. and Harvey Milk; an 
end to child labor as epitomized by 
Lewis Hine; or disability rights as 
epitomized by Justin Whitlock Dart, Jr. 
and Richard Pimentel; all these 
movements culminated in the passing 
of laws. 
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The goal was not to get promises and 
commitments that we would strive to 
do better as a society. The focus was 
always on changing the law to 
eliminate the ability to do otherwise, 
now and for all time. The suffrage 
movement wasn’t just seeking 
discretionary permission from 
elections officials 
to vote, an ability 
that could be 
taken away. Its 
goal was winning 
the right to vote, a 
right guaranteed in 
law. The civil 
rights movement 
wasn’t just seeking 
the discretionary 
ability to sit at the 
front of the bus or 
to eat at the same lunch counters or 
be given equal protection and equal 
opportunity. Its goal was winning the 
right to do so, a right guaranteed in 
law. Because without legal rights, 
one’s fate is contingent on who the 
election official is, who the restaurant 
owner is, who the mayor is, and in our 
case, who the shelter director is. 

We have—and embrace—voting rights 
acts, environmental protection laws, 
and laws against discrimination based 
on gender, race, and sexual 
orientation. Ultimately, such laws are 
essential to ensure that fair and equal 
treatment is guaranteed, not subject 
to the discretion of those in power. 

We shouldn’t just want a promise that 
shelters will try to do better. We 

already have such promises—and 
millions of animals still being killed 
despite readily available lifesaving 
alternatives show just how hollow 
such promises are. We must demand 
accountability beyond the rhetoric.  

And we shouldn’t simply be seeking 
progressive directors 
willing to save lives. We 
should demand that the 
killing end, now and 
forever, regardless of who 
is running the shelters. 
And we get that in only 
one way: By passing 
shelter reform legislation 
which removes the 
discretion of shelter 
directors to ignore what is 
in the best interests of 

animals and kill them. 

And nothing drives home the point 
more than the tragedy of Oreo. As 
many of you already know, Oreo was 
abused, thrown off a Brooklyn rooftop 
and left for dead. But she did not die.  

She was “rescued” by the ASPCA and 
dubbed the “miracle dog.” But they 
did not save her. She was 
subsequently killed by them despite 
readily available lifesaving 
alternatives; despite the offer of a 
sanctuary to take her, to give her the 
second chance and love she deserved; 
the opportunity to live which was her 
birthright. 

In so many ways, it is a tragic story: 
her abuse, her short life, the betrayal 
by those who were pledged to protect  

I understand that my love 
for animals and your love 

for animals are not so 
unique as we’ve been led to 

believe.  
It resides in most people. 

Most people want to build a 
better world for animals.  

And they are waiting for us 
to show them how, to give 
them the means to do so. 
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her, the wasted opportunity for 
redemption. Tragically, we could not 
bring Oreo back and give to her the 
second chance the ASPCA denied her. 
But we could have lessened the futility 
of her death if we learned from it and 
altered our society in such a way as to 
prevent such a betrayal from ever 
happening again. That is what Oreo’s 
Law sought to do. 

Oreo’s Law would have made it illegal 
for a shelter to kill an animal when 
another non-profit (rescue group) was 
willing to save that animal’s life. It 
sought to level the playing field 
between the big non-profits which 
have all the power and the small non-
profits who are prevented from 
fulfilling their lifesaving mission when 

these larger organizations refuse to 
collaborate with them in order to save 
more lives. In this way, Oreo’s Law 
sought to reform our broken animal 
shelter system; to end injustice 
through the force of law. 

The public overwhelmed the 
legislature with calls and e-mails of 
support. Some 10,000 calls and e-
mails in a matter of days shutting 
down the New York State Assembly 
servers more than once. But the 
ASPCA ensured Oreo’s Law did not 
pass by using their power to defeat 
the bill even though the public 
embraced it enthusiastically. 

In fact, we have seen what happens 
when the large organizations are not 
involved, what happens when the 
public’s values are not hindered. While 
Oreo’s Law was being undermined by 
the ASPCA and its acolytes, another 
state was also considering shelter 
reform legislation, and they 
succeeded. Like Oreo’s Law sought to 
do, the state of Delaware sought to 
make it illegal for any shelter to kill an 
animal if a rescue group is willing to 
save that animal’s life. But Delaware 
reformers didn’t stop there, because 
they went further: shelters cannot kill 
an animal if there are empty spaces in 
the shelter, if animals can share a 
space with other animals, if foster 
homes are available. The law requires 
them to post animals online and much 
more. It is the most progressive, 
comprehensive shelter reform 
legislation in the country and because 
not a single national group knew 
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about it, there was no 
controversy. No fear 
mongering about 
hoarders. No fear 
mongering about dog 
fighting. No fear 
mongering about 
overcrowding. No fear 
mongering about costs. 
No fear mongering about 
notice requirements being 
unfair to small rural 
shelters. In fact, no fear 
mongering of any kind. 

The bill mandates that 
animals be given every opportunity for 
life, and no one thought that would be 
a bad or controversial idea. That is 
why it passed unanimously in both 
houses of the legislature, with not one 
single vote in opposition. In fact when 
I was interviewed by the Dover 
Post about it, and I told them I was 
grateful that it passed, the reporter 
said to me: “Yes, well of course, who 
could possibly be against it?” I bit my 
tongue. 
To the animal lovers in Delaware, to 
the rescue groups, to the legislators, 
and to the reporters, who in their right 
mind could possibly be against 
legislation to save animals? Who could 
be against a law mandating common 
sense policies the public would be 
shocked to learn aren’t willingly being 
done anyway? Imagine the National 
Resources Defense Council opposing 
legislation to make sure the BP oil spill 
disaster didn’t happen again, 
Greenpeace opposing a law to stop 
whaling, or the Sierra Club opposing a 

law to limit deforestation. It is 
unthinkable. But that is the humane 
movement we have inherited. Today, 
we have to fight the very groups 
founded to protect animals. And so we 
must fight until we prevail. 
 
The obstacles movements in history 
faced were great ones. Not only did 
they have to fight the status quo, they 
also had to fight the public’s prejudice 
which sustained it. In other words, 
they first needed to win the hearts 
and minds of the American public. And 
still they prevailed. This is an obstacle 
we do not face. 

We spend more and more every year 
on our companion animals, topping 
fifty billion dollars last year. We give 
hundreds of millions more to animal 
related charities. We miss work when 
our animals get sick. We cut back on 
their own needs to meet the needs of 
our animal companions. Evidence of 
this caring is all around us: 
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• When people who adopt rescued 
animals send us thank you letters 
telling us how much they love 
these animals; 

• When we see people at the dog 
park or on our morning walks 
through the neighborhoods; 

• At our veterinarian’s office—the 
waiting rooms always filled, the 
faces of scared 
people wondering 
what is wrong, 
the tears as they 
emerge from the 
exam rooms after 
saying good bye 
for the last time; 

• The best-selling 
books about 
animals that 
touch us very deeply and very 
personally; 

• The success of movies about 
animals as a reflection of our love 
people for them; and, 

• No Kill success throughout the 
country being a result of people—
people who care deeply. 

 
More importantly, in communities 
which have ended the killing of  
savable animals, it is the public which 
has made the difference: in terms of 
adoptions, volunteerism, donations, 
foster care, and other community 
support. These communities have 
proved that there is enough love and 
compassion to overcome the 
irresponsibility of the few. So we need 
to put to bed, once and for all, the 
idea that dogs and cats—animals most 
Americans now consider cherished 

members of their family—need to die 
in U.S. shelters because people are 
irresponsible and don’t care enough 
about them. People love animals. And 
if we give them an opportunity to 
express that love; if we introduce laws 
to end the killing, as groups like 
Faithful Friends, Safe Haven, and 
others did in Delaware, people will 

support them because 
the public is already on 
our side. 
 
I am not a religious 
person, but that does 
not mean I am a man 
without faith. The faith I 
hold is in the 
remarkable capacity of 
my fellow humans for 

change and compassion. As a species 
we aspire to do better, to be better. 
We want to leave the darkness of the 
cave and come into the light. And 
when someone comes along who 
illuminates a path towards that light 
as the figures in history did for our 
ancestors, history vindicates us 
because we follow them into a 
brighter future. 
 
I understand that my love for animals 
and your love for animals are not so 
unique as we’ve been led to believe. It 
resides in most people. Most people 
want to build a better world for 
animals. And they are waiting for us to 
show them how, to give them the 
means to do so. In our movement, the 
battle is not against the many, but the 
few; those with a vested interest in 
maintaining the status quo. Right now, 

We must  
demand legislative changes 
that would put an end to the 

ruling power of the 
pretenders in our midst; 
that would force them by 

the rule of law to no longer 
kill or allow others to kill the 
animals they are pledged to 

protect. 
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a small handful of people—the 
regressive directors in our nation’s kill 
shelters and the heads of the large 
national organizations—continue to 
hold us back. They hold us back from 
the great success we could achieve 
and the millions of lives we could save 
if only we find the courage to stand up 
to them together: loud, unified, 
uncompromising, demanding 
legislative changes that would put an 
end to the ruling power of the 
pretenders in our midst; that would 
force them by the rule of law to no 
longer kill or allow others to kill the 
animals they are pledged to protect. 

We, the people in this room, the 
rescuers and reformers nationwide, 
and all animal-loving Americans 
outnumber them by the millions. As a 
movement, we must stop 
deferring to leaders who 
fail us and the animals 
time and time again. We 
must summon the 
determination to begin 
this vital process and the 
fortitude to challenge 
those who would dare hold 
us back. That is our 
mission and our challenge 
for the coming decade. 
And that is our most 
urgent and solemn duty. 

As you move confidently 
into that future, prepared 
to meet the challenges, 
ready to fight when that is 
what the situation calls 
for, your allegiance never 

wavering from the animals, know that 
you are not alone. Know what was 
once called “impossible,” and then 
“improbable,” is now “inevitable.” To 
see what the future holds requires 
nothing more than a motivating 
backwards glance to see that you are 
truly standing on the shoulders of 
giants. We are continuing the struggle 
to build a more perfect union. And 
we’ve already come so far. 

At this bright new dawn, let us seize 
the day… 

Go to nokilladvocacycenter.org to watch a 
video montage of the keynote; download 
conference materials; listen to interviews 
with speakers from a live remote 
broadcast of Animal Wise Radio; and be 
notified of future conferences. 
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No Kill Conference Photos 
 

       
 
  

From left to right, top to bottom: The George Washington University Law School, lunch at the 
conference, the Honorable Micah Kellner talks about Oreo’s Law, speaker Brent Toellner of Kansas 
City Dog Advocates listens to his fellow speakers, an attendee reads Irreconcilable Differences during 
a break, Sara Elliott of the Royal New Zealand SPCA shares their No Kill success, Mitch Schneider of 
Washoe County Regional Animal Services explains how his agency got to a 90% save rate, attendees 
listen to speakers, Susanne Kogut of the Charlottesville SPCA says “patience is not a virtue when 
animals are being killed,” while fellow 90% Club speakers Bonney Brown of the Nevada Humane 
Society and Schneider listen on, and Animal Ark’s Mike Fry talks about using technology to save 
lives. For more, go to www.nokilladvocacycenter.org. 
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An Interview with NKAC 
Director Nathan Winograd 
 
Recently, our director spoke with 
Valerie Hayes, the Atlanta Animal 
Welfare Examiner, about the No Kill 
movement. This is an excerpt. To read 
the whole interview, go to 
www.examiner.com/animal-welfare-
in-atlanta/valerie-hayes 
 

 
 

tlanta Animal Welfare 
Examiner: 
Redemption: the Myth of Pet 

Overpopulation and the No kill 
Revolution in America—that’s a pretty 
provocative title. When did you first 
realize that ‘pet overpopulation’ was a 
myth? Did you find it difficult to 
believe? I mean, 4 million animals are 
killed in American shelters annually. 
That’s a large number of animals. 
 
Nathan J. Winograd: I talk about this 
in my new book, Irreconcilable 
Differences. I did not wake up one day 
and say, “Pet overpopulation is a 
myth.” Nor did I think that someday I 
would champion the notion that it 
was. I did not even set out to prove it. 
It unfolded as part of my work in the 
humane movement and the facts 
began to compel further analysis. In 
fact, many years ago, I too believed 
the opposite. I once argued with my 
wife that “There were too many 
animals and not enough homes.” I am 
ashamed of having done so, but I did. 

She correctly argued that even if it 
were true, killing remained unethical. 
She also correctly argued that if we 
took killing off the table, human 
ingenuity and human compassion 
would find a way to make it work. But, 
more importantly, she asked me how I 
knew it was true. 
 
How did I know? Because I’ve heard it 
repeated a thousand times. Because I 
took the fact of killing in shelters and 
then rationalized the reason 
backward. I was too embarrassed to 
admit so. But therein began a journey 
that started in San Francisco, then 
Tompkins County, New York, then 
Charlottesville, Virginia, followed by 
dozens of shelters in communities 
across the country. I reviewed data 
from over 1,000 shelters nationwide, 
and reviewed several national studies. 

And the conclusion became not just 
inescapable, but unassailable. Rather 
than bury it, ignore it or downplay it, I 
did what anyone who truly loves 
animals would have done. I celebrated 
it. Why? Because it meant that we had 
the power to end the killing, today. 

And since that time, other studies and 
the increase in the number of No Kill 
communities have proven I was right; 
indeed, they show I was being 
conservative. While four million 
animals are being killed, it is not 
because of a lack of homes that they 
are being killed. Of these four million, 
roughly 3.6 million are not suffering, 
hopelessly ill, or truly vicious dogs 
with a poor prognosis for 

A 
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rehabilitation. If shelters did a better 
job returning lost animals home, they 
could, for example, increase the 
percentage of dog reclaims from an 
average of about 25% to 60%. If 
shelters embraced TNR, they could 
release these cats to their habitat, 
rather than kill them. If they had pet 
retention programs to help people 
overcome the 
behavior, medical, 
and environmental 
conditions which 
cause them to 
surrender animals, 
they could reduce by 
as much as 30% the 
number of animals 
coming in to the shelter. If they 
utilized foster care programs, such a 
program would provide an alternative 
to killing the underaged animals 
entering their facility. And if they had 
good customer service, employed 
basic marketing principles, and 
comprehensively implemented an 
adoption program, they’d have little 
trouble finding homes for the 2 to 3 
million animals being killed in U.S. 
pounds and shelters who need 
adoption. That’s potentially 2 million 
dogs and cats competing for the 17 
million people who are looking to bring 
a new dog or cat into their homes, 
have not decided where that animal 
will come from, and can be influenced 
to adopt from a shelter. 

Contrary to what many shelters falsely 
claim are the primary hurdles to 
lifesaving (e.g., public irresponsibility 
or lack of homes), the biggest 

impediments are actually in shelter 
management’s hands. Effectiveness in 
shelter goals and operations begins 
with caring and competent leadership, 
staff accountability, effective 
programs, and good relations with the 
community—which do not currently 
exist in most shelters. It means 
putting actions behind the words of 

every shelter’s mission 
statement that “All life 
is precious.” And it is 
abundantly clear that 
the practices of most 
shelters violate this 
principle... 

AAWE: What does [No 
Kill] mean for the South? Is it even 
possible in the land of red clay? In 
Georgia, about 50 of the 159 counties 
have no form of animal control and no 
animal shelters…  
 
NJW: Historically—and to this very 
day—animal control in this country is 
an institution that is designed to 
warehouse and kill animals at the 
lowest possible cost. That is the status 
quo that HSUS and other national 
organizations have championed for so 
long. 

Given the success of the No Kill 
philosophy, these agencies can and 
should be temporary way stations for 
animals, a place where they go for a 
new life, rather than what they too 
often find—the end of the line. So we 
need to be careful we are not striving 
to create institutions of killing. That is 
never the better choice. 

 
Shelter killing is not the 

result of pet overpopulation. 
It is the result of shelter 

managers who find it easier 
to kill animals than to save 

them. 
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The good news is, of course, that this 
isn’t the only choice faced. It is not 
“no animal control” vs. “animal control 
based on killing.” The third choice is 
No Kill animal control. 

And the even better news is that some 
of the most successful communities in 
the country in terms of saving lives 
are in the South, in historically poorer 
states. Right now, there are No Kill 
communities in the North and in the 
South, in urban areas and in rural 
areas, in politically liberal states and 
in very conservative ones. What I 
have learned is that it is not where the 
shelter is located that matters, it is 
who runs it and whether they 
implement the programs and services 
of the No Kill Equation. 
 
AAWE: Traditionally, the blame for 
shelter killing has been directed at two 
targets—one amorphous and the 
other, defenseless—the “irresponsible 
public” and the animals themselves. If 
‘pet overpopulation’ is a myth and 
there really are enough homes for the 
animals killed in shelters, and shelters 
like the Tompkins county SPCA, Reno, 
NV and Charlottesville, VA have 
demonstrated for years that it is 
possible for communities to be No Kill, 
then why do we have so much shelter 
killing today? According to a 
recent report compiled by the Georgia 
Voters for Animal Welfare, Georgia’s 
shelters kill about 260,000 dogs and 
cats annually. 
 
NJW: Why, indeed? Just the other day 
I got an e-mail from a shelter 

volunteer whose director told her No 
Kill was impossible, even though it has 
already been achieved and has been a 
reality for almost a decade. She also 
wrote to tell me that their local shelter 
director said a shelter had to turn 
animals away in order to be No Kill, 
another falsehood given the 
proliferation of No Kill animal control 
shelters. 
 
The term No Kill means that a shelter 
does not kill savable animals, roughly 
90-95% of all shelter intakes. It has 
nothing to do with whether the shelter 
is public or private, municipal or SPCA, 
open admission or one that only takes 
in animals it can do so without killing. 
There are No Kill shelters that fit all of 
these categories… 

AAWE: Also according to that report, 
the percentage of animals killed varies 
greatly from county to county and is 
even 100% in some places. What are 
usually the most important 
determinants for variation in the 
percentage of animals killed in one 
shelter versus another? 
 
NJW: In 2009, the No Kill Advocacy 
Center commissioned a study to look 
at this very question. The study 
looked at funding rates, location, a 
host of factors. But none of those 
could explain the differences in 
lifesaving rates between shelters. For 
example, one shelter spent $6.00 per 
capita on animal control but only 
saved 40% of the animals. A shelter in 
a neighboring community with similar 
demographics only spent $1.50 per 
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capita, ¼ the rate of the former, but 
saved 90%. 
 
What did explain the difference in 
lifesaving—in fact, the only thing that 
accounted for the differences—was 
who was running them. In other 
words, the difference between high 
rates of lifesaving and high rates of 
killing came down to the choices made 
by the people running those shelters.  

It came down to leadership and how 
committed those leaders were to 
embracing the No Kill philosophy and 
implementing the programs which 
make it possible. 

That is why San Francisco went from 
slaughtering most animals to saving 
most. That is why Tompkins County 
went from killing to No Kill. And the 
same is true of every community that 
has achieved No Kill thereafter.  

Leadership is the single most 
important aspect of the No Kill 
Equation. Because all the money in 
the world, all the offers by rescue 
groups and volunteers, won’t save 

animals at a shelter run by an 
uncaring director who refuses 
to hold his or her staff 
accountable, or refuses to 
give animals to rescue groups 
rather than kill them, or 
refuses to use foster parent 
volunteers, or refuses to 
implement any of the other 
alternatives to killing. Quite 
simply, No Kill starts as an act 
of will… 

AAWE: ‘Pit Bulls’ often fare even 
worse than other animals in Georgia’s 
shelters. For example, DeKalb County 
kills about 90% of the ‘pit bulls’ it 
takes in (almost 35 per week), as 
opposed to 65% of all animals 
considered together. This leads some 
to see the ‘pit bull’ situation as 
hopeless. What can be done? 
 
NJW: First of all, it is important to 
realize that shelter workers 
misidentify breeds over 70% of the 
time. So they are killing dogs by 
calling them “Pit Bulls” even when 
they have no real “Pit Bull” in them. 
But that aside, when I was in 
Tompkins, we saved 9 out of 10 dogs 
classified as “Pit Bulls.” Charlottesville 
has been No Kill for four years despite 
a 50% “Pit Bull” intake. And Reno is 
saving 92% of all dogs, despite a 
significant “Pit Bull” intake. To say it is 
hopeless when shelters across the 
country are living proof that is not is 
indefensible naysaying. That doesn’t 
mean it is not without its challenges. 
It most certainly is.  
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We have to overcome stereotyping 
that is, in some ways, of the animal 
protection movement’s own creation. 
Every time organizations like HSUS or 
PETA call for Pit Bulls to be killed en 
masse, as they have in certain 
contexts, we reinforce the stereotype 
that they are different. But, as Karen 
Delise, who I consider the nation’s 
foremost Pit Bull advocate likes to say, 
Pit Bulls are just dogs. Two eyes, four 
legs, one heart. 
 
AAWE: You’ve said that it is possible 
to transition shelters from high-kill to 
No Kill without additional funding or 
staff. How would that work in Georgia 
shelters, which are often staffed by 
prison inmates? What about spay-
neuter before adoption in shelters that 
do not yet do that? How would that be 
funded? 
 
NJW: In Tompkins, we actually 
reduced the number of staff despite a 
75% decline in killing. In Reno, 
they’ve actually cut costs despite 
almost doubling the adoption rate. 
And as the 2009 leadership 
study showed, funding levels don’t 
really account for the differences 
between No Kill and killing shelters. In 
fact, when we became the first No Kill 
community in the country, 
municipalities were only paying us 
about $1.50 per capita for animal 
control. Is it right to do that? It isn’t. 
And part of the current director’s 
priority is to make the arrangement 
more equitable. What we did was 
subsidize that through our own 
fundraising. And despite that, we were 

still able to balance the budget. In 
fact, in 2003, my last full year, we 
finished with a $23,000 surplus to 
expenses. But, it is not a long term 
strategy and shelters must have an 
adequate level of funding. 
 
So, that study should not be used to 
eviscerate shelter funding. But rather 
than wait around until more money 
flows from taxpayer coffers, using that 
as an excuse to kill, shelter directors 
can be doing a lot while they lobby for 
fair funding levels by cutting 
inefficiencies and firing 
underperforming staff. In addition, 
any increases in costs can be offset by 
more revenue from adoptions and 
donations from the community. 

Moreover, it is important to keep in 
mind that while saving lives costs 
money, it is often more cost effective 
than killing. Adoptions bring in 
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revenues, while killing costs money. 
Transfers to rescue groups also 
transfer the cost of care from taxpayer 
to private philanthropy, while saving 
money associated with killing. Foster 
parents augment services at little to 
no cost while the adoption revenue 
goes to the facility. And it is certainly 
less expensive to sterilize a feral cat 
than take that cat in, kill the cat, and 
dispose of her body, or that of her 
offspring. And the savings are 
exponential. Thanks to an investment 
in free and subsidized spay/neuter, 
San Francisco shelters are only taking 
in 7,000 dogs and cats per year, down 
from over 20,000 in the 1980s: a rate 
five times less than Reno and one of 
the lowest of any municipality in the 
nation. That’s a huge savings. 

Finally, and perhaps more importantly, 
most expenses in an animal shelter 
are fixed costs, so saving the animals 
won't increase the bulk of those. 

 

AAWE: How long does it take to 
transition a shelter from a place of 
killing to a place of safety? What if a 
shelter director wants to implement 
the No Kill Equation gradually, on a 
small scale or only partially? 
 
NJW: We turned Tompkins County  
around overnight. Charlottesville 
became No Kill overnight. As did 
shelters in Kentucky, Utah, Indiana, 
Kansas and elsewhere. Some 
communities took a little longer, but 
there were real obstacles such as a 
shelter director hostile to calls for 
reform. But once committed, they also 
achieved success virtually overnight 
when those directors were replaced. 
And these communities take in more 
animals per capita than the national 
average. Reno takes in 39 animals for 
every 1,000 residents, five times the 
rate of San Francisco, three times the 
rate of Los Angeles, over twice the 
national average. In fact, their per 
capita intake rate is higher than New 
York City and other communities still 
killing healthy animals. But Reno is 
saving 90% of all animals, while these 
communities are not. Tompkins took 
in 26 animals per 1,000 residents 
when I was there, well above the 
national average of about 14. And not 
only do these communities prove it, 
the national data does to. 
 
What needs to happen is that directors 
must implement all of the programs of 
the No Kill Equation comprehensively 
so that they replace killing entirely. In 
other words, every neonatal kitten 
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should go into foster care, not just a 
precious few. 

Of course, I would rather see shelter 
directors implement some of them 
rather than none of them, and I’d 
rather see them do them even at a 
token level rather than none at all, but 
that isn’t really the choice presented…  

AAWE: When Tompkins County, NY 
became the first No Kill community in 
the entire country back in 2001, how 
did shelter directors across the 
country react? Was it 
what you expected? 
 
NJW: It certainly 
electrified rescue 
groups and animal 
lovers all over the 
country, and I believe 
it played a pivotal role 
to the widespread 
success of the No Kill 
movement since then. In fact, a 
national magazine called it one of the 
top achievements in the nation. 
Because of Tompkins County’s seminal 
achievement, No Kill is taking the 
country by storm. And, thankfully, 
some shelter directors sought to 
replicate our success, with similar 
success. The success in Charlottesville 
is a direct result of the success in 
Tompkins. In fact, the future director 
of Charlottesville came to visit us in 
Tompkins to learn about our success 
so she could implement it back home. 
But, tragically and unethically, that is 
not how most directors responded. 
Most shelter directors sought to 

denigrate, downplay, ignore, and 
dismiss our success. 

They came up with excuse after 
excuse. I was accused of killing 
animals in the middle of the night so 
no one would notice. I was accused of 
meeting people surrendering animals 
in our parking lot and killing them out 
there so they wouldn’t count in our 
statistics. I was accused of taking 
friendly animals and dumping them on 
the side of the road and claiming they 

were adopted. But 
you were there, 
hundreds of 
volunteers were there 
and all of us were 
part of a vast 
lifesaving initiative. 
So the attacks against 
me and our success 
denigrated the work 
of thousands of 

people who were working very hard to 
make a lifesaving difference in 
Tompkins County. And all of their 
malicious and false attacks were 
motivated by a desire to avoid 
accountability—to avoid having to 
answer the question, “if they can 
achieve No Kill in Tompkins County, 
why can’t we do it here?”—here, being 
in the community where shelter 
directors were still butchering animals 
by the hundreds or thousands in the 
face of readily available lifesaving 
alternatives they simply refused to 
implement. 

But they aren’t making those claims 
anymore. Not because they don’t want 

No matter how many 
times they knock you 

down, you will win if you 
remember the golden 

rule: dust off, stand up, 
and fight back. In short, 
never give up, never give 

up, never give up. 
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to, but because they can’t. It was 
easier to dismiss and ignore No Kill 
when Tompkins was the only No Kill 
community. But I’ve not been in 
Tompkins since 2004 and they are still 
saving over 90% of the animals (at 
least 92% each year for the last eight 
years). And Tompkins is not alone. 
There are now No Kill communities all 
over the U.S., and abroad… 

AAWE: What are the most important 
things concerned animal-lovers should 
do to reform their community’s 
shelter? 
 
NJW: Fight hard and fight smart. 
Learn from the success of others. 
There are good resources out there to 
help you including the No Kill 
Advocacy Center, Fix Austin, 
and KCACCexposed. But if there is one 
piece of advice I can give animal 
lovers working for shelter reform is to 
remember that while we can achieve a 
No Kill nation overnight, regime 
change in shelters … may take time.  
 
Activists have to remember that killing 
is entrenched in this country and they 
will be ignored, dismissed, ridiculed,  
and attacked for challenging the 
status quo. But 
they need to look 
at the silver 
lining: the dialog 
was never 
occurring before, 
the killing was 
never challenged. 
If they keep 
fighting and fight 

smart, they will wear the opposition 
down, they will educate the public that 
there is another way, they will educate 
candidates for city council who will 
eventually campaign on a pro-No Kill 
platform as they have in other 
communities, they will eventually strip 
away the excuses. 
 
In other words, no matter how many 
times they knock you down, you will 
win if you remember the golden rule: 
dust off, stand up, and fight back. In 
short, never give up, never give up, 
never give up. 
 
Valerie Hayes' first successful animal 
welfare campaign, at age 8, was to 
convince her parents to adopt a dog. After 
studying biology at Cornell, she 
volunteered at the Tompkins County SPCA 
and witnessed its miraculous 
transformation from being a high-kill to a 
no-kill shelter. A college writing professor 
once told her that she has a real talent for 
stating the obvious. She wants to use her 
talent to help foster the "No Kill" 
movement.  
 
Visit www.examiner.com/animal-welfare-
in-atlanta/valerie-hayes to learn more. 
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No Kill Nation 

 National Tragedy. This year, 
roughly 4,000,000 dogs and 
cats will be put to death in our 

nation’s animal shelters. Their only 
“crime” is that they have no human 
address. Others may be sick or 
injured, but they could be saved with 
little effort. Unfortunately, they, too, 
will be killed. And still others are feral 
cats who should never enter shelters 
in the first place. But there is another 
way. 

A Reason for Hope. In the last decade, 
several progressive shelters have put 
into place a bold series of lifesaving 
programs and services which have 
dramatically reduced the death rate in 
their communities. The resulting 
success proves that there is a formula 
for lifesaving, and that if we are to 
achieve a No Kill nation, it is 
incumbent upon shelters nationwide to 
embrace the programs and services 
which have been proven to save lives. 

The No Kill Advocacy Center is the 
nation’s first organization dedicated 
solely to the promotion of a No Kill 
nation. And it is the only national 
animal welfare agency that is staffed 
by people who have actually worked in 
and created a No Kill community. 

Join the Crusade. But the challenges 
we face are great. From entrenched 
bureaucrats who are content with the 
status quo, to uncaring shelter 
directors hostile to calls for reform; 
from agencies mired in the failed 
philosophies of the past to those who 
have internalized a culture of 
defeatism—the roadblocks to No Kill 
are substantial, but not 
insurmountable. 
    

 

We have a choice. We can fully, 
completely and without reservation 
embrace No Kill as our future. Or we 
can continue to legitimize the two-
prong strategy of failure: adopt a few 
and kill the rest. It is a choice which 
history has thrown upon us. And a 
challenge that the No Kill Advocacy 
Center is ready to take on. 

Your tax deductible contribution will 
help us hasten the day when animals 
find in their shelter a new beginning—
instead of the end of the line. Working 
together, we can build an alternative 
consensus to traditional sheltering 
models—one which is oriented toward 
promoting and preserving life. An 
alternative which seeks to create a 
future where every animal will be 
respected and cherished, and where 
every individual life will be protected 
and revered. 

No Kill Advocacy Center 
6114 La Salle Ave. #837 

Oakland CA 94611 

Or make a secure online donation at 
www.nokilladvocacycenter.org. 

A


